Modeling brain tissue volumes over the lifespan: quantitative analysis of postmortem weights and in vivo MR images.
Normative measurements of brain gray matter and white matter tissue volumes across the lifespan have not yet been established. The purpose of this article was to use mathematical modeling and analytical functions to demonstrate the growth trajectory of gray matter and white matter from age 0 to age 90. For each gender, brain weight functions were generated by utilizing existing autopsy data from 4400 subjects. Brain gray matter, white matter and lateral ventricular volumes were measured from 39 MR volumes of normal individuals. These were converted to weight by multiplying the tissue volumes by the specific gravity of that tissue. White matter volumes were described by a saturating exponential function, and the gray matter volume function was calculated by subtracting the white matter weight function from the brain weight function. For each gender, equations were generated for white matter and gray matter volumes as a function of age over the lifespan.